Enjoy the benefits of nature in an eco-natural environment, when
arranging your next ski holiday abroad
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When thinking of ski accommodation, naturally you capture the image of pine chalets, rustic settings, a
roaring log fire and natural highlights that place you directly within your settings. Add in touches of
luxurious touches and the incorporation of the eco factor and what you are presented with is a fantastic
example of high quality, sumptuous living accommodation when holidaying in some of the most beautifully
natural skiing locations around the world.
Outdoor sports enthusiasts are often passionate about protecting the natural balance of the environment
they enjoy so much and as a result will go to great lengths to ensure that accommodation they either buy,
build or rent features as many renewable materials as possible; sourced locally to maintain a sustainable
environment.
One couple who made the decision to create a winter chalet with innovative and quite bold ‘Eco’ input
have done so in the most delightful and luxurious way, focusing on the environmental impact and
sustainable use of local materials, many of which have been used in some form in the past. Chalet Sterwen
is owned by Mark and Amy, a couple devoted to their outdoor sports and the natural balance of their
environment.
Their vision was to create a warm, luxurious yet ecologically friendly chalet, incorporating all the
luxurious mod cons that you could think of having such as under-floor heating, huge glazed windows, hot
tubs and more, whilst keeping operating costs at a fraction of the cost as other properties reliant on
more conventional means of heating and insulation.
ChaletFinder is a leading luxury ski accommodation and winter chalet specialist, featuring a wide
selection of ski chalets for private hire on their website. Commenting on the design of Chalet Sterwen,
Daniel Harrison, Sales and Marketing Director at ChaletFinder said, “Utilising an existing building, in
this case an old unused barn was a terrific starting point for Mark and Amy, with thick stone walls as an
effecting foundation to begin the build, the finished article just has to be admired, featuring
wonderful, locally sourced timbers and beautiful, innovative features, this is one chalet that we would
be happy to list within our luxury section at chaletfinder.co.uk.”
He continued by saying, “Not only did Mark and Amy rescue a building that had been left to the will of
nature, the use of sustainable materials and natural methods of heating and insulation simply make Chalet
Sterwen a wonderful example of what can be achieved with imagination, flair and a healthy respect for the
land and eco system around you.”
For further information on the wide assortment of chalets and eco friendly chalets
(http://www.chaletfinder.co.uk) at chaletfinder.co.uk, call today on +44 (0) 161 408 0441 or fill in the
quick enquiry form at www.chaletfinder.co.uk now.
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